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News
Ashrae humidity guidelines for
reopening Schools & Uni’s
Q 005

The Condair Group
The ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force has
recently published guidance on the
operation of HVAC systems in schools and
universities, to mitigate the airborne
transmission of SARS-CoV-2. This is in
preparation for the reopening of schools in
the new academic year. The ASHRAE
recommended winter classroom design
condition specifies 40-50%RH through
proactive humidification, either via AHUs
or directly in the classroom.
Dave Marshall-George, UK Sales
Manager at Condair plc, comments, “It is
very reassuring to see guidance from an
authority such as ASHRAE including a
recommendation for 40%RH as a minimum
level of indoor humidity. The infection
control benefits of keeping indoor air at
above 40%RH have been proven in many
scientific studies. ASHRAE’s Epidemic
Task Force has taken this very positive step
in recognising this science and specifying
humidifiers ought to be used in educational
establishments during the winter, for the
health and protection of pupils and staff.
“Without humidification, indoor humidity
will typically drop below the important
40%RH threshold when the outside air is
approximately 11°C. In the UK this is
happening from around October through to
March. Educational establishments, such as
schools, colleges and universities are key
battlegrounds in preventing the spread of
COVID-19, or indeed other respiratory
infections, such as the flu. Winter
humidification is an effective weapon

against respiratory infection. Indoor
humidity of between 40-60%RH keeps the
body’s respiratory immune system
operating efficiently, whilst also decreasing
the quantity of airborne viruses and their
infectious nature.” Dave continues.
“We very much hope to see this
recommendation being taken seriously by
the UK authorities and industry bodies. It
follows similar advice from CIBSE in its
COVID-19 Ventilation Guidance that
“relative humidity should be kept above
40%”. The commercial humidifier
manufacturing sector is ready to step-up
and play its part in the fight against
COVID-19 but educational establishments
must act now if they are to be ready for the
winter. We frequently work with
universities to humidify research labs,
archives and offices but humidity control in
lecture halls and classrooms is extremely
uncommon.
“Humidification is a practical, natural and
non-pharmaceutical intervention against
respiratory infection and we hope to see
similar, clear guidance for healthcare
premises and office buildings shortly.”
Dave concludes.
The Condair Group is the world’s leading
specialist in humidification and evaporative
cooling, with energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for commercial,
industrial and heritage applications.
Condair is represented in the UK by
Condair plc, which offers system design,

manufacture, supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and spares.
You can find out more by visiting the
company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.
ASHRAE is the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers, an association
seeking to advance heating, ventilation, air
conditioning and refrigeration systems
design and construction. ASHRAE has
more than 57,000 members in more than
132 countries worldwide. The ASHRAE
Epidemic Task Force has been established
to help deploy ASHRAE’s technical
resources to address the challenges of the
current pandemic and future epidemics as it
relates to the effects of heating, ventilation,
and air-conditioning systems on disease
transmission in healthcare facilities, the
workplace, home, public and recreational
environments. The complete 41-page
presentation from ASHRAE on the
guideline can be found here.

Environmental Science Limited (ESL) Restructures its Business to
Launch Unique and Effective Palm Tree Foaming Hand Sanitisers
Environmental Science Group Ltd
Environmental Science Ltd based in
March, Cambridgeshire was originally set
up in 1994 and has focused primarily on
the authoring of Safety Data and Workplace
Activity Safety Protection (WASP) Sheets,
identifying chemical hazards and providing
on-site COSHH monitoring, LEV testing
and risk assessment services.
This core activity will continue, however
due partly to the changed circumstances
brought about by Covid-19, the company
has made the decision to significantly
expand and restructure the business. ESL
has built and established trusted
relationships within the UK chemical
industry over the last 25 years, therefore it
is a natural progression for the business to
move into the development, manufacture,
and distribution of hygiene products. These
will include hand sanitisers, sprays,
medicated soaps, surface and floor wipes
and disinfectants.
To facilitate these new product lines, a
new business entity is being created with
the name “Environmental Science Hygiene
Ltd”, and the existing company is renamed
as “Environmental Science Group”. Their
new website is: www.envsciencegroup.com
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One factor behind the change of direction
for the business is that some products are
being very hastily marketed during this
pandemic; therefore they do not perform as
efficiently as may be implied. By contrast,
the team at Environmental Science are
committed to producing high quality
products that are both safe and effective.
They also feel it is important to provide
complete transparency by supplying the
relevant GHS Safety Data Sheets, Product
Labels, Product Information Sheets, etc.
Our Palm Tree Foaming Hand Sanitiser is
unique and different from other current
products for the following reasons:
• The alcohol is naturally sourced and
distilled from the sap of palm trees.
• The palm trees are not damaged in the
extraction process, so the product is both
sustainable and eco-friendly.
• Unlike most other sources of Ethanol,
by tapping into an existing resource it
means that valuable agricultural land can be
used for food production instead.
• The foaming action is preferred by the
healthcare sector over gel-based products.

• The alcohol content is in excess of 60%
as recommended by the World Health
Organisation.
• Conforms to the European Standard
EN1276.
For further information, please contact:
Mr. Simon Jeffs, Environmental Science
Group Ltd Tel: +44 (0) 1354 653 222
Email: sales@envsciencegroup.com Web:
www.envsciencegroup.com

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News

United Tooling Solutions launches PPE Vend
United Tooling Solutions

Q 009

United Tooling Solutions (UTS) Group, part of Troy (UK), is
pleased to announce the launch of a new vending solution, PPE
Vend. Designed to help the public remain safe and secure on the
go, PPE Vend offers direct and easy access to certified personal
protective equipment (PPE).
Suitable for shopping centres; airports; railway stations; bus
terminals; service stations; stadiums; arenas and public spaces, PPE
Vend is an efficient way of supplying high-quality PPE to the UK
public, long-term.
Members of the public can purchase individual items or multipacks of personal protective equipment and hygiene products e.g.
British Safety Industry Federation (BSIF) grade reusable facecoverings and hand sanitiser, using contactless payment. A digital
receipt, sent via e-mail, is optional. Automated real-time stock
reports help avoid stock-out situations.

All products available through PPE Vend are professionally
checked, tested and certified against necessary British and EU
safety standards.
UTS Innovation
PPE Vend was the brainchild of UTS sales director, Ed Thomas
who saw an opportunity to supply high-quality safety equipment to
the public, which met the same standards as products used in the
medical, manufacturing & trade industries.
Mr Thomas said: “The idea came early into the pandemic after
seeing a lot of poor-quality PPE enter the market. With our proven
experience in PPE supplies and vending solutions, I felt that we
could provide the public with safe and easy access to good-quality,
and where possible, environmentally friendly products.
“We understood that personal protective equipment would be
critical in enabling lockdown restrictions to be eased and in some
areas, such as public transport, may become mandatory. PPE Vend
provides a safeguarding solution for the public, and supports
transport providers and operators, alongside retail and
entertainment organisations as they navigate a safe return to work.
“We can’t predict how long this outbreak will be here, however,
businesses like ours will continue to innovate and provide solutions
such as PPE Vend.”
UTS is a leading industrial supplies and consumables distributor
with a robust branch network across Great Britain. As a BSIF
Registered Safety Supplier, UTS is a proven provider of accredited
PPE products and industrial supplies to all manufacturing sectors,
including aerospace; automotive; rail; medical and precision
engineering. It boasts a portfolio of vending solutions underpinned
by vendor managed inventory and product supply chain solutions.
To find out more about the UTS vending solution, PPE Vend visit
www.ppevend.co.uk.

Now is not the time for unnecessary trips to the office
British Safety Council

Q 007

BSC calls on Government not to pressurise
employers to get workers back into the office.
If people can work from home, they should
have the choice to work from home: for the
sake of people’s health, wellbeing and the
economy.
From next week people will be encouraged
to go back to their workplaces as part of a
government campaign. Its message will be
that employers should reassure staff it is safe
to return by highlighting measures taken to
reduce the spread of Covid-19. This new
initiative comes as most schools in England
and Wales reopen, relieving thousands of
workers from childcare duties and in the face
of the damage being done to city centres as
people work from home.
Homeworking is still a popular choice.
Between 27 July and 9 August, 39% of the

workforce of businesses still trading was
working remotely, according to the Office for
National Statistics. As well as reduced contact
at work, home working reduces potential
exposure to the virus while travelling to and
from work. Last month Sir Patrick Vallance,
Government Chief Scientific Adviser, made
the case that given the spread of the virus is
dependent on contact, working from home
remains an important option and there was no
need to change the advice.
Lawrence Waterman, Chair of the British
Safety Council expressed his concern: “this
new campaign should be more about choice treating workers as responsible adults who
should agree with their employers a sensible
balance of work in formal workplaces and
home. For some, with limited space,
distractions like noise and/or a desire for

contact with colleagues that balance may be
struck differently. But it should not be for
Government to tell employers or workers
what arrangements they should make.
Government should concentrate on getting
track and trace to operate effectively and
ensuring that HSE inspects any workplace
that is involved in a COVID hot-spot. Only
when the Government does its job of
providing PPE to health and care workers,
tracing all Covid contacts, making sure
workplaces are legally compliant, providing
consistent advice to schools, properly funding
self-isolation, is it entitled to give advice on
the home/workplace balance.
All this noise and confusion suggests that
we need an interim, speedy inquiry to learn
the obvious lessons before the risk of a winter
second wave.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Earthsafe, One of the First to Pioneer Electrostatic Disinfection, Makes
Strategic Business Enhancements to Manage Massive Growth
Earthsafe

Q 021

Earthsafe Chemical Alternatives®, a Leading Disinfection
Solutions Company, Adapts to Meet Overwhelming Demands by
Expanding Leadership, Creating New Innovation Branch,
Prioritizing Partnerships and User Experience
When EarthSafe first introduced the EvaClean® Infection
Prevention System in 2016, electrostatic sprayers and hypochlorous
acid (HoCl)-based chemistries were virtually unheard of in the
cleaning industry. The company spent several years educating
about the many benefits of faster, more complete application of
safe and effective disinfectants, while also advocating for the
establishment of guidelines for responsible use of these disruptive
technologies. By 2019, the EvaClean system had already been
adopted by some of the most prominent healthcare institutions,
senior living communities and school districts in the country, and
the company was well on the way to becoming one of the leading
authorities on healthier disinfection.
Past successes positioned Evaclean on the leading edge for
addressing the COVID-19 crisis as one of the most credible and
vetted infection prevention systems on the market. The
extraordinary demand for the Evaclean’s front line defense
solutions created a need for rapid expansion in supply chain
capacity and resources to ensure safe, effective and sustainable
implementation across every industry in a post COVID-19 world.
Building upon tremendous growth and wider recognition,
EarthSafe has taken steps to solidify its holistic infection
prevention platform while moving into 2021 with more autonomy

and an even stronger focus on pioneering innovation. EarthSafe
made significant enhancements to its key leadership team starting
from the very top. Majority Stockholder RJ Valentine assumed the
role of Chairman and will zero in on strategic partnerships for
product line expansions. Valentine recruited Steve Wilson as the
company’s new Chief Executive Officer based on his experience
with explosive growth scenarios. Wilson’s background is the
perfect mix of cleaning industry expertise and high growth success
having built a private equity owned company into the nation’s
largest provider of outsourced and managed services for hospitality
and entertainment.
Chairman RJ Valentine said, “Wilson’s leadership will guide
EarthSafe to the next level and beyond.”
EarthSafe’s newly formed Innovation Department will be headed
up by co-founder and now Chief Innovation Officer Jeremiah Gray,
whose efforts were integral to the creation of EvaClean. Gray’s
group will be responsible for developing products and technologies
to enhance and expand its infection prevention solutions and
advisory services. Newly appointed Chief Experience Officer
Flavia da Silva-Benson will continue to lead compliance and
operations initiatives, while augmenting user experience in the core
industries they serve. She will oversee all regulatory agencies,
compliant marketing programs, set product safety guidelines as
well as institute training and operational protocols to support key
customer partners.

New insect prevention air curtain
JS Air Curtains

Q 024

JS Air Curtains is launching a new air
curtain, the Fly, specially designed for
insect control. It is a hygienic alternative to
plastic strip or chain link curtains, as it
removes any potential for COVID-19 cross
surface contamination.
By creating a high-velocity air barrier
across a doorway, flying insects are
prevented from entering food preparation
areas in butcher shops, supermarkets,
hospitals and nursing homes, as well as
food production premises. This allows
doors to remain open, further reducing the
risk of surface contamination through staff
or customers needing to touch doors or
handles.
Suitable for installation directly above a
doorway, it is offered in five lengths from
one to three metres and in four different
power outputs to protect doorways up to
four metres high. Fly air curtains should
always by fitted to completely cover the
entire entrance with a barrier of air, thus
preventing any gaps that might allow
insects to enter. Adjustable aluminium
aerofoil shaped air blades can direct the
airstream to create a tight seal across an
entrance.
Made in galvanized steel plate it comes in
white RAL9016 as standard with other
colours or stainless steel options are
available on request.
Low noise and energy efficient doubleinlet centrifugal fans provide five-speed
operation and are driven by an external
rotor motor with a built-in thermal
protection contact. The large perforated
inlet grille is easy to clean and maintain.
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The air curtain comes with a handheld
auto controller, designed for easy and quick
plug and play connection, with up to 10
metres of RJ45 cable. A magnetic door
contact is also included to activate the unit
whenever the door is opened and deactivate
when closed. An optional advanced “Clever
controller”, with BMS connectivity using
Modbus RTU, is also available.
As well as insects, the Fly air curtain can
also discourage rodents from entering an
entrance. Research has shown that rats,
mice and other furry intruders do not like

the sensation an air curtain creates on their
fur and will avoid passing under a fast
moving barrier of air. Dust, pollen and
airborne pollutants are also minimised, to
help maintain a safe and healthy indoor
environment.
JS Air Curtains, the UK’s leading air
curtain specialist provide expert advice and
supply an extensive range of air curtains for
all commercial and industrial applications.
You can find out more by visiting the
company’s website at
www.jsaircurtains.com.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
New small and efficient humidifier from Condair
The Condaior Group
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Condair is launching the Condair RM, a new low
capacity resistive steam humidifier that can provide up
to 8kg of steam to a duct. This level of output is ideal
for applications like CRAC units in data centres, MRI
suites in hospitals and high-end residential
humidification. It is also ideal for offering zonal
humidity control in branch ducts of buildings, like
galleries or multi-occupancy offices, where a specific
area of the building requires an independently managed
humidity level.
The Condair RM reduces the cost of consumables,
when compared to electrode boiler humidifiers, as it
incorporates a boiling chamber that can be cleaned to
remove lime scale, rather than needing disposable
plastic cylinders. It is also, therefore, a more sustainable
solution. As the Condair RM has resistive heating
elements it can operate on RO water, as well as a
regular mains water supply. As RO water is virtually
mineral-free, scale build-up is nearly eliminated, further
improving the service efficiency of the unit.

the time between drain cycles can be lengthened to minimise water
consumption and the energy required to heat the water.

As resistive steam humidifiers, such as the Condair RM, use a
submerged heating element to create steam, they react faster than
an electrode boiler humidifier that relies on the conductivity of the
water. This allows resistive steam humidifiers to provide more
accurate humidity control, as they respond faster to a control
signal. The Condair RM can offer ±5%RH control with mains
water or ±2%RH control with RO water.

The unit is very compact in size at just 470mm wide, 350mm
high by 150mm deep, making it ideal to locate in plant rooms. It
can be wall or floor-mounted and is available in capacities ranging
from just 2 to 8kg/h, with full modulation across the output.

Electric steam humidifiers manage the mineral content of the
boiling chamber by periodically draining high mineral-content
water and replacing it with fresh water. The Condair RM has an
intelligent water control system that allows drain cycles to be
tailored to the supply water quality. Hard water causes increased
scale build-up, so drain cycles can be programmed more frequently
to minimise service requirements. Alternatively, in soft water areas,

The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in
humidification and evaporative cooling, with energy efficient,
hygienic and innovative technologies for commercial, industrial
and heritage applications. Condair is represented in the UK by
Condair plc, which offers system design, manufacture, supply,
installation, commissioning, maintenance and spares. You can find
out more by visiting the company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

Half of Brits ‘hold on’ due to Coronavirus washroom fear
Initial Washroom Hygiene

Q 028

• 11.6 million forced to urinate in public
during lockdown as facilities closed or are
deemed unsafe
• 62% of consumers think more should be
done to prevent washrooms from becoming a
place where Coronavirus spreads
• 51% believe they could catch Coronavirus
from visiting a public washroom, with almost
two in five (39%) of people saying that
washrooms are the most likely place that
they are going to catch Coronavirus
• Initial Washroom Hygiene advises business
and hospitality sector to focus on hygiene
best practise and cross contamination
hotspots
Research released today by Initial
Washroom Hygiene has found that over half
of Brits (51%) believe they could catch
Coronavirus in a business or public
washroom, as anxiety around cross
contamination affects the return of the
hospitality trade.
The experts in hygiene Initial Washroom
Hygiene surveyed 2,013 general respondents
across the UK and found more than half
(52%) are worried about visiting pubs, bars
and cafes since they have reopened, because
they are concerned about washroom
cleanliness. Over a third (35%) of people
surveyed said they have felt uneasy in a

hospitality business since lockdown
measures eased because they don’t feel
sufficient hygiene measures are in place to
prevent the spread of Coronavirus.
Experiences of being in public spaces
during lockdown could be affecting the
numbers of shoppers and drinkers returning
to shops, bars and other facilities, with half
(50%) of those surveyed saying they aren’t
enjoying these activities as much as they did
before the lockdown due to concerns over
the availability and cleanliness of
washrooms*. In fact, over one in five (22%)
respondents said they have been forced to
urinate in a public space because facilities
have been closed or unsafe to use, equating
to potentially 11.6 million people.
Consumers are also waiting until they are
bursting before visiting a washroom, 48%
claim they are now far more likely to hold-on
and wait to use a private washroom rather
than a public facility. On average, men
surveyed will wait 43 minutes, while women
surveyed will wait 50 minutes and 1% of
those surveyed said they would hold on for
more than four hours.
To address this public health issue, and to
help put minds at ease, Initial Washroom
Hygiene is encouraging businesses to do
more to advertise the cleanliness of their
facilities and the steps they are taking to

reduce contamination risks.
Installing no-touch soap dispensers,
ensuring hand sanitisers are available, and
introducing more signage are three relatively
easy steps businesses can take to put
customers’ minds at ease. In addition, a
robust hygiene strategy should identify the
key hotspots within the washroom and
reduce the number of shared touchpoints.
Key areas to focus on are the cubicle,
washbasin, shared facilities such as urinals
and hand dryers, and the immediate vicinity
outside of the washroom.
Jamie Woodhall UK Technical &
Innovation Manager, Initial Washroom
Hygiene comments: “It’s clear washroom
anxiety is affecting people’s confidence and
experiences of visiting hospitality businesses
post lockdown. There are some easy steps
businesses can take to eliminate the fear
around using washrooms that will keep them
coming back.
“However, we all have a role to play in
protecting ourselves when we visit a public
washroom. Our hands are one of the
principal carriers of harmful pathogens. With
approximately 80% of all infections
transmitted by hand, the simple act of
washing our hands can significantly reduce
the risk of cross contamination and help to
keep us healthy.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Social distancing in style: A creative approach to
flooring design for the changed workplace
Milliken
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Milliken launches a
design-led carpet tile
collection to assist social
distancing and promote
mental and physical wellbeing in the workplace.
To support the safety
and cultural needs of the
new workplace, Milliken
has created ‘Social
Factor’: a collection of
informational carpet tile
graphics that can be
easily inserted into an
existing carpet tile
layout. As the lockdown begins to ease in
some countries, Milliken designers have
taken up the profound challenge of creating
an aesthetically pleasing floor covering
collection to facilitate a safe return to work.
Milliken research has supported the theory
that the floor plane can play a vital role in
supporting the requirements of new
workplace design. Carpet can effectively be
used to define boundaries, create zones,
provide wayfinding, set navigation, direct
traffic and provide a measuring tool
through graphic messaging, colours and
patterns. Social Factor uses Milliken’s
proprietary patterning technology to bring
safety messages to life with vibrant and
imaginative design treatments. Social
Factor floor tiles not only provide an
effective way to design important new
safety elements into the office layout, they
also help promote a spirit of positivity and
sense of security.
Social Factor carpet tiles can facilitate
responsible behaviours such as social
distancing and enhanced hygiene practices.
Designs include distancing and directional

arrows, footsteps, chair positioning and
hand-washing icons. They provide a highly
visible and easy to follow guide for
employees returning to work. In addition
they contribute well-being elements to
improve the workplace experience: from
introducing vibrant colours and beautiful
patterns, to using cushion backing for
improved acoustics and luxurious underfoot
comfort.
The colourful and intricate artwork and
graphics seen in Social Factor are made
possible by Milliken’s proprietary high
resolution digital patterning technology
Millitron®. The collection is formed of 5
design concepts; the first ‘Chase The
Rainbow’ celebrates the spirit of
community and recognises the
extraordinary work undertaken by
healthcare professionals and essential
workers. ‘Set In Concrete’ combines bold
neon graphics with spray-paint graffiti
styling overlaid onto a rugged concrete
effect background. ‘Drawn Together’ is a
family of informational carpet signs
lovingly crafted through the artist’s hand
whilst remaining true to the beauty of the

original inspiration. ‘Clerkenwell Life’
celebrates the cultural diversity of this
trend-setting design hub and pays homage
to the East London community where
Milliken’s London showroom is based. And
finally ‘Fixated with Stripes’ takes the
vibrancy of the stripe and marries it with
informational messaging to offer a lively
burst of colour and movement across the
floor plane. Together these 5 designs form a
powerful arsenal of tools to help protect the
returning workforce.
Social Factor can be quickly and easily
customised to meet the specific information
requirements of each unique interior.
Milliken’s team of in-house designers and
well-being experts can work with
organisations to provide tailor-made
visualisations to help clients work through
these new challenges and develop creative
solutions.
WWW.MILLIKENCARPET.COM

Condair appoints new
service engineer in
Scotland
The Condair Group

Humidification specialist, Condair, has
appointed Adam Norton as a humidifier
service engineer based out of Edinburgh.
Having a service engineer located in
Scotland strengthens Condair’s strategic
presence in the region and allows the
company to provide a more efficient
response time to its Scottish customers.
Adam joins Condair from the Royal
Navy, where he spent five years as a
Leading Engineer Technician and, among
other things, qualified as a Nuclear Reactor
Operator.
Tony Tullett, Service Manager at
Condair, comments, “We are very happy to
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welcome Adam to the
Condair service team.
We are very proud to
be expanding, even
further, the UK’s
largest specialist
humidifier
engineering department. Now with 18
service engineers spread across the UK,
Condair is perfectly placed to support our
clients wherever they may be, and deliver
the manufacturer’s expertise directly onsite.”
The Condair Group is the world’s leading
specialist in humidification and
evaporative cooling, with energy efficient,

hygienic and innovative technologies for
commercial, industrial and heritage
applications. Condair is represented in the
UK by Condair plc, which offers system
design, manufacture, supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and spares.
You can find out more by visiting the
company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

News
Futuristic ‘Village’ concept launches at Worthy Down Station
Sodexo

Q 030

Constantly evolving its defence services to meet the needs of
today’s military, the Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO),
supported by its partner Sodexo, has launched ‘Village’ – a new
concept that incorporates one stop catering, retail and leisure
facilities at Worthy Down Station in Hampshire.
Designed to build community, create connections and foster
morale among the Royal Navy, Army, and Royal Air Force
personnel who live at Worthy Down, the new facility was officially
opened by Group Captain Nicholas Brittain on Thursday 30 July.
Group Captain Brittain said: “This wonderful facility is a result of
a true partnership between Sodexo and the Worthy Down Station.
By working together, we can provide tremendous improvements to
the quality of life for our military and civil service personnel.
Sodexo personnel, at all levels, are key enablers of our defence
output.”
Transforming the tri-services amenity and with a strong focus on
the wellbeing of military and civil service personnel, ‘Village’ will
feature three key zones; a social and meeting lounge, a micro
theatre and a gaming area. Each zone is specifically designed to
bring people together, encourage engagement, collaboration and
boost camaraderie among defence personnel.
A combination of a restaurant, café, bar and leisure services,
provide a relaxed social environment as well as a place to unwind
after the working day, meeting the unique and varied needs of
defence personnel, their families and visitors.

Driven by a dedicated manager and using the latest technologies,
’Village’ offers something for everyone with a unique calendar of
events and activities, to meet the requirements of local users.
Paul Anstey, CEO, Government & Agencies, Sodexo UK &
Ireland said: “We designed ‘Village’ based on insight from the DIO
and research that we commissioned with IPSOS Mori and Kings
College London to provide us with in-depth insight into
understanding the most pressing needs of today’s forces personnel,
the wider defence community and the MOD.
“The integrated approach considers all aspects of military life and
focuses on reducing isolation, low morale and boredom to improve
recruitment, retention, wellbeing and the creation of a focused,
agile workforce. It also brings a more positive quality of life for
those living and working at the base.
“The military is a small, close knit community, so it was essential
that the design of ‘Village’ reflected this concept.”
Andy Honnor, DIO’s Regional Head for the South East added:
“Group Captain Brittain had a vision which DIO supported and
Sodexo built upon using recent experience in other areas; ‘Village’
is the manifestation of this vision.
“Fantastic collaboration between DIO and Sodexo meant that this
project was delivered on time and within budget. It wasn’t easy and
it is a testament to what can be achieved when there is a thirst to
find solutions at every stage.
“The results are breath taking; there is nothing else this
‘futuristic’ on the MOD estate.”

Highways England have awarded Amey a contract for Facilities Management
services on their extensive and growing operational estate
Amey
Leading infrastructure support service
provider Amey has secured a deal to
provide facilities and estate management
services across Highways England’s
extensive and growing operational estate.
Starting on 1 November 2020, the fiveyear £40 million contract will see Amey
provide maintenance, cleaning project and
asset management across 40 Highways
England sites including offices, regional
operational centres, traffic officer
outstations and one highway maintenance
depot.
The services provided will be essential in
ensuring that all sites are safe, clean and
compliant as well as helping Highways
England to optimise their assets through
data management, which will give real-time
information and enable faster responses and
decision-making.
Amey has extensive experience delivering
facilities and estate management across
critical infrastructure and public services

Q 031

the country relies on.
This new contract
builds on Amey’s
Secure Infrastructure
portfolio, which looks
after thousands of
assets on behalf of the
Ministry of Defence,
Ministry of Justice
and over 200 schools
across the UK.
Craig McGilvray,
Managing Director,
Amey Secure
Infrastructure, said:
“We are delighted to
have been awarded
this key contract
which builds on our
existing relationship and contracts we have
in place with Highways England. Our
understanding of facilities and estate
management across critical infrastructure
and public services means we are perfectly
placed to deliver true value by maintaining,

developing and improving Highways
England’s operational estate. We look
forward to working in collaboration with
Highways England and welcoming our new
team members to Amey.”
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Fire & Security

Active Fire Protection Market set for
growth post Covid-19
The active fire protection market is comprised of
detection/alarms and suppression systems. Alarms and
detection systems account for 63% of the overall active fire
protection market, having gained slight share over the last two
years, with the majority of installations of products and systems
going into the non-domestic sectors. Domestic smoke alarms
only account for a small portion of total market value.
Over the last decade or so, innovations in detection
technology have significantly reduced the likelihood and
number of false alarms, through such developments as
improved capability of sensor technology in smoke detectors.
However, the number of false alarms due to apparatus faults
has stabilised in the last three years, suggesting that more
recent product improvements are no longer having an impact
on the number of false alarms.
AMA Research’s current forecast indicates a decline in 2020
due to the impact of Covid-19, this is down to the closing
building sites, the furloughing of employees as well as
restrictions on the supply of building materials throughout the
world. The active fire protection market is expected to grow by
14% between 2020 and 2024.
Fire detectors, which serve to identify where a fire is occurring
by locating heat, smoke or flames, before providing a warning
of the blaze through an audible alarm and often through the
alerting the fire service will outperform the market, increasing
17% between 2020 and 2024.
Higher levels of publicity and the greater awareness of fire
safety measures, particularly within high rise buildings, should
stimulate demand for active fire protection products. This
should be seen in both new installations and particularly in the
replacement sector.
Increasingly, businesses are adopting integrated fire and

security systems, which is likely to remain a key feature of the
industry. IT-based security systems, often including fire
protection systems in combination with other security measures
on a single network, such as video surveillance, access control
and intruder alarms.
Laura Pardoe, Editor of the Active Fire Protection Market
Report comments “the active fire protection sector is mature
and has been primarily driven by the wider performance of the
UK building and construction market. That said, changes to
building regulations in the wake of the Hackitt Review will
provide additional demand for the fire protection industry,
particularly with regard to sprinkler systems in high buildings.”
The information was taken from the Active Fire Protection
Market Report – UK 2020 -2024 by AMA Research, which is
available to purchase now at www.amaresearch.co.uk or by
calling 01242 235724.

Latest Security for Anita Dorfman House
Jewish Care has placed its trust in the latest access control,
door entry and CCTV technology, to help create a safe and
secure environment for residents living in Anita Dorfman
House, a new 64-bed care home facility recently erected at its
Sandringham care and community hub in Stanmore.
Safeguarding
Phase 1 of the project has seen the MEPH contractor Harvey
Group, award a contract to South London system integrator
WLS, to install a Paxton Net2 access control and door entry
system with the objective of ensuring that JEWISH CARE has
strict control as to who is able to enter the accommodation
block or gain access to its sensitive areas.
Paxton proximity card readers and door entry panels have
been installed at the new care home’s 5 entrances which,
together with 55 door entry handsets deployed throughout the
building, allow Jewish Care reception and security personnel
monitor all access control events. They are able to do so with
the with the help of Paxton’s user-friendly Net2 software
platform run on a desktop PC.
Security
WLS has also installed over 60 high definition 4-megapixel
network dome cameras manufactured by Dahua at carefully
chosen locations both within and around the building, to help
detect intruders, as well as visually verify access control activity.
In addition, automated barriers will shortly be installed at the
site’s entrance. Linked to the CCTV system and triggered by
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) analytics, the
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barriers help
care home
management
control
vehicle
access to the
site.
With over
70 centres
and services
touching the lives of 10,000 people every week, Jewish Care is
the largest health and social care organisation serving the
Jewish community in London and the South East. “We go to
great lengths to ensure our clients feel safe and this is
particularly important as many of them have disabilities,
mental health needs or live with dementia,” said Lindsay Long,
Facilities Manager at Jewish Care.
“Investing in the latest generation of access control, door
entry and CCTV solutions was therefore considered to be an
essential requirement and we have been delighted with how
Harvey Group, WLS and the various manufacturers involved in
the project, have worked closely together to ensure a smooth
implementation of the access control, door entry and CCTV
systems.
“The combined solution is enabling us to deter and stop any
unwanted visitors from entering the building, as well as track
and record people as they move around the building, without
causing any inconvenience or disruption to colleagues, clients
and genuine visitors.”

Lighting

    

 

By Marketa Rypacek, Managing Director, Industville Ltd

  
With the mood of employees having such a significant impact
on the results of a company, it’s not surprising that employers
are keen to design offices that motivate and stimulate their
workforce. In recent years it has become clear that lighting
has a big effect on people’s wellbeing, alertness and
productivity at work. In the past, lighting design has often
focused on lighting specific tasks, such as reading or looking
at computer screens, which has been at the expense of how
light affects the person. To strike the right balance, we need to
light not just the task, but also the space and the person, so
people can feel comfortable when carrying out their work.
Incorporating zones of decorative lighting will help to make
the workplace feel more homely and cosy, also creating a
happier work environment. With flexible working hours, the
lines between work, home and social lives are much more
blurred and therefore having a more
homely vibe in the workplace will help
staff to stay focused and keep creative
juices flowing.

  
 
 
Biophilic design is becoming more than
a trend; it is a scientifically proven
philosophy of our innate connection with
nature and natural elements. Modern
humans spend about 90% of their time
indoors, which has resulted in an outcry
for a deeper connection with nature. This
has inspired architects to use nature as
the framework, allowing aspects of
nature to be built into the indoor
environment. This has affected the
lighting aspect of office space design
immensely, demanding greater amounts
of natural light as well as softer lighting
instead of windowless cubicles under
ﬂuorescent lighting.



It’s easier than ever to make energy
savings in office lighting and by spending
a little more upfront on things
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such as LED lighting and smart controls, big savings will be
enjoyed in the long run. Modern LED lighting designs come in
all shapes and sizes and our vintage LED bulbs are stylish yet
cost-effective and eco-friendly. Try combining the LED lighting
which allows a space to be bright, alongside some retro and
stylish pendants to make the workplace feel more homely and
on trend, for an in turn helping to increase creativity.
Industville’s in-house design team, architects and lighting
designers have a wealth of experience in office lighting design,
whatever the size or needs of your project. The team are on
hand to offer their expert advice and with their huge range of
quality lighting solutions, including bespoke options, they are
always ready to help.
020 7971 7871 | www.industville.co.uk

Power Protection

Select the Correct IP Rating to
Protect Your UPS
By Aaron Oddy, Sales Engineer, Centiel UK

When it comes to power protection a UPS is an important
investment and so it needs to be kept in suitable conditions to
optimise its design life fully. This sounds like a fairly obvious
statement to make! However, it’s not always possible for a UPS
to be housed in a clean room environment. We often see UPS
situated in damp, dusty or less than ideal conditions as there
is no other option. Where a clean room environment is just not
possible, it is necessary to consider the Ingress Protection (IP)
rating of the solution to maximise its longevity and ensure it
can keep protecting the critical load as it was designed to do.
IP ratings are defined by an international standard. This sets
the levels of sealing effectiveness for electrical enclosures
against intrusion from items such as dirt and moisture. The IP
rating is made up of two letters and two numbers, the key
thing to focus on here are the numbers. The first number
details the protection level for solid objects and the second
number details the protection level for moisture.
A UPS IP rating of IP20 means the UPS enclosure only
protects against solid objects of over 12mm and has no
moisture protection.
Typically, a UPS within a data centre has an IP20 rating due
to the clean environment. This level of ingress protection
means it’s ‘finger proof’. In other words, safe to touch without
fear of electrocution. It will also be suitable for the dust and
moisture free installation areas typically found in clean
environments such as comms rooms.
Higher ingress protection is needed for harsher environments
such as industrial settings. These may include water treatment
works, power stations, offshore, defence applications and some
medical facilities.
The higher the IP rating, the more in-built protection is
included within the UPS enclosure. For example: IP54 ensures
the UPS is protected from limited amounts of dust and water
spray from all angles. Extractor grills and fans can circulate air
without it compromising the UPS.
IP65 is likely to be the highest rating for a UPS. Other
electrical solutions do have higher ratings which go up to
IP69K enclosures, these systems are dust tight and have been
proven to be resistant against liquids including chemicals, high
temperatures and high pressure. These systems are ideal for
facilities with strict hygiene requirements.
However, this level of protection presents an issue for UPS
solutions with integral batteries as there is not enough
ventilation to enable low levels of gas which can be produced
by VRLA batteries to escape safely. Although small, there is a
risk of explosion and so for systems with integral batteries this
is not an option.
The main point to remember is the more robust the
equipment, the longer it will last in harsher environments and
so up to a point, the higher the IP rating needs to be.
However, circumstances are all very individual and so it is
worth discussing the proposed housing area of the UPS with
our technical sales team well in advance so they can advise on
the best option available. Combining our fault-tolerant
technology with an IP rated enclosure provides total peace of

mind and assurance that your critical load is protected to the
highest level possible.
CENTIEL is a Swiss-based technology company designing,
manufacturing and delivering industry-leading power protection
solutions for critical facilities. Its three phase true modular
UPS, CumulusPowerTM known for its “9 nines” (99.9999999%)
system availability and low total cost of ownership through its
Maximum Efficiency Management (MEM) and low losses of
energy, has now been installed in datacenters and comms
rooms in over 60 countries across five continents. More than
50 MW of critical power loads are now protected with
CumulusPowerTM in locations across the world including: the
UK, Singapore, Australia, Germany, Spain, the Czech Republic
and the Channel Islands.
For further information please see: www.centiel.co.uk
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Infrared Heaters

Studies show that infrared heating
could protect against the spread of
Covid-19 infection

The use of infrared heaters in factories and working
environments could have a health & safety benefit in relation
to the potential spread of Covid-19 among the workforce.
Schwank, a leading manufacturer of gas-fired radiant heaters,
is convinced of the merits of recent studies by the highly
reputed Hermann Rietschel Institute for Heating and Ventilation
Technology at the Technical University of Berlin, which points to
the fact that infrared heaters do not cause movement in the air
like many conventional heating systems.
It is known that Covid-19 infection occurs mainly via droplet
infection and aerosols, i.e. micro-droplets produced while
talking, coughing or sneezing. Professor Martin Kriegel, Head of
the Hermann Rietschel Institute, Department of Building Energy
Systems explains how: "Larger particles sink to the ground
faster. Smaller particles follow the air flow and can remain in
the air for quite a long time."
However, Professor Kriegel adds that: “Even larger droplets
(>60 m) can, under certain circumstances, spread far into a
room. This is the case, for example, if the particles are emitted
by a person and it rises, spreads horizontally and only then
starts to settle. Possible horizontal air movements further
intensify the spreading effect."
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Transferring heat safely
The studies conclude that heating systems that work without
air movement, such as radiant heating systems, can
significantly reduce the risk of Covid-19 infection. This is
because infrared radiant heating systems, such as those using
plaque (luminous) or tube heaters, transfer heat by means of
electromagnetic waves, usually called infrared rays.
Where the infrared rays strike, they are converted into heat,
similar to the way that heat is transferred by the rays of the
sun. So the heat is transferred from the heating system to the
employee's area without any air movement.
Steve Sherman, Managing Director of Schwank UK,
commented that the energy efficiency and performance of high
quality infrared heating systems was well known, and the
principle of heating without air movement had long been cited
as a benefit for eliminating dust swirls in industrial and
commercial buildings.
He added that: “The studies by the Hermann Rietschel
Institute are of significant interest and their conclusions are
entirely logical. These are findings that employers and facilities
managers may well wish to take into consideration.”

Parcel Lockers

The Parcel Delivery Challenge
Bren Standell, Commercial Director for Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the
volume and frequency by which parcels and packages enter
residential buildings including apartment blocks and other
managed properties. This can mainly be attributed to the
convenience and ease of online shopping, which is regularly
coupled with other benefits like free and next-day delivery.
According to one report for the financial year of 2018-2019,
total parcel volumes in the UK increased by roughly 10% yearon-year, reaching a total of 2.6 billion items in the UK. In
addition, the current global situation has led to an increase in
the number of people doing their shopping online. People are
likely to continue to heavily favour this approach where
possible, to further reduce any unnecessary contact in their
lives.
In an ideal world, all parcels would be delivered to residential
buildings in an efficient and rapid manner. This would prevent
property management staff from spending time managing
incoming parcels, while residents would be able to go about
their day without having to wait for deliveries.
In reality, this is not the case. In unmanned residential
buildings couriers may be unable to gain the necessary access,
leading to missed deliveries or parcels being left in unsecured
locations. Where access is possible, parcels can build up in
unattended reception areas causing obstructions and security
issues. Where apartment blocks do have concierges or other
on-site staff, they may find themselves burdened with the
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responsibility of both securing parcels and tracking down
residents to make final deliveries. These are manual
approaches to an issue that has arisen in the digital age.
So acute is this issue that Citizens Advice in the UK found it
takes roughly two hours for people who have had a problem
receiving a parcel to get a resolution. As a result of this,
property management companies are looking for ways to
conveniently handle the rising number of parcels being
delivered, without having to dedicate more staff time or
storage space to more parcels.

Technology provides a better experience
The apartment industry is moving away from manual forms of
package handling, such as notices on doors and phone calls
alerting residents to the fact they have a package to collect, in
favour of electronic notifications. Over three-quarters (77%) of
buildings now have “a dedicated space for package storage,
however landlords and property management companies have
realised that creating package storage space does not resolve
security issues and still find onsite staff spending large
amounts of time dealing with parcels and packages. Because
of this landlords and property management companies are
turning to smart parcel locker technology as a way to automate
what is currently a manual process, reducing risk and time
spent managing parcels whilst providing residents with a much
more flexible, secure and convenient solution.”
Such a solution removes the need for alternative – less

Parcel Lockers

satisfactory – delivery options (such as returning the parcel to
depot, leaving it with a neighbour or depositing it in a
subjectively ‘safe’ place). For staff in managed residential
properties, it alleviates the responsibility of storing parcels and
trying to track down recipients. For the customer, getting hold
of their delivery is stress-free and there’s no more guesswork
about where their parcel is.

or barcode provided to them via email, SMS or in-app mobile
notifications.

As shoppers make an ever-greater proportion of their
purchases online, it’s important to them to know that receiving
their parcels will be simple and convenient and, for now at
least, that they don’t necessarily have to come into direct
contact with anyone to receive them. In this way, well-managed
deliveries become a selling point to prospective new tenants of
apartment blocks and a reason to stay for existing ones.

The popularity of intelligent parcel lockers has continued to
grow in recent times, with their reduced contact nature
currently being a key characteristic. It is also likely that we’ll
start to see lockers being used to help facilitate the
exchanging of parcels internally, enabling residents to further
adhere to social distancing measures, as well as to observe
reduced contact processes.

Parcel Pending
Addressing these issues and needs, Quadient has developed
Parcel Pending Intelligent Parcel Lockers, which have been
designed specifically for the real estate sector. Parcel Pending
by Quadient simplifies the daily management of incoming
parcels through easy-to-use, automated, secure, and contactfree lockers which provide:

• Increased resident satisfaction. Lockers can be accessed
24/7 for convenient self-service pick-up or returns by residents.
Parcel lockers reduce human-to-human contact and they meet
accessibility requirements for all residents.

In the long-term, this simple and secure solution to the
issues caused by inbound parcel management to residential
buildings could become a selling point to potential new
tenants, and a reason to stay for existing ones.

• Improved operational efficiency. Package deliveries are
made directly to the parcel locker by carriers, enabling property
staff to focus on higher-value tasks, saving time and reducing
operational costs.
• Secure parcel storage. Constructed from steel, the lockers
keep packages off the floor and safe from being lost or stolen.
Packages are retrieved by residents using a one-time-use PIN
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Futurebuild

Manufacturers are crucial for
achieving net zero
~ Futurebuild calls on the built environment
supply chain to transform the industry ~
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Futurebuild

Futurebuild is calling for manufacturers to join
contractors, architects, engineers and more
across the built environment supply chain in
taking a critical role to achieve net zero carbon
emissions. At the event, from March 2 to 4,
2021 at ExCeL London, exhibitors and visitors
can debate issues, share ideas and showcase
products to tackle the generation’s greatest
challenge — the climate and ecological crisis.
Companies can apply to exhibit at Futurebuild
2021 here.
In 2020, the pandemic meant that many
events for the built environment industry to
meet and collaborate were either postponed or
cancelled. We know that we cannot pause our
progress in transforming the sustainability of
the industry, so Futurebuild 2021 will be going
ahead.
Our industry currently faces two main
challenges — recovery after the current
pandemic and achieving net zero carbon. The
Chancellor’s recent announcement of £3bn in
funding to reduce emissions generated by
current infrastructure brings us closer to the
UK’s target of net zero by 2050, but is it
enough to transform the industry?
According to research, 85 per cent of the
infrastructure we’ll have in 2050 will have been
built by 2030. Some even say that construction
will need to transform itself by 2025. So, we
have five to ten years to make the fundamental
changes required to radically reduce carbon
emissions. We must act now.

“Futurebuild is the platform to debate current
issues, exchange best practice and showcase
the solutions and technologies that can really
drive change,” explained Martin Hurn, event
director of Futurebuild. “The Government’s plan
for green recovery is a good first step, but so
much more is needed. We know that the entire
supply chain must work together to make a
real difference. Specifiers have the power to
transform the industry — it is their products
that drive our green infrastructure capabilities.”
Futurebuild, previously Ecobuild, has led the
way in tackling climate change in the
construction industry for over ten years. The
event brings together over 20,500 industry
influencers to debate ideas, showcase products
and drive real change across the built
environment. For example, 73 per cent of
visitors in 2020 reported that they attend the
show with the intent to see and invest in the
latest innovations and product launches.
In 2021, the event’s stages will put a spotlight
on six key areas to support industry
transformation — whole house retrofit, digital
impact, future installer, district energy, circular
materials and intelligent buildings.
Are you a manufacturer that has ideas or
technologies, new or existing, that can improve
sustainability and help us meet net zero
carbon? Net zero needs you to showcase it.
Register your interest to exhibit at Futurebuild
2021 here.

HVAC

Putting smart HVAC solutions at the heart
of returning to the workplace
By Gail Hunter, General Manager Energy and HVAC, Johnson Controls UKI
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After months of working from sofas and
dining tables, millions across the UK are
starting to consider what going back to
the office will look like. Above all else,
what office workers want is somewhere
safe and comfortable, where they can
start to get back some normality. Bosses,
meanwhile, are hopeful that heading back
to the office will reinvigorate workforces,
boosting productivity and ensuring the
business is set to succeed.
However, it’s not as simple as bringing
everyone back to the office and hoping for the best. Firstly,
there are the COVID-19 safety measures we’ve all come to
recognise: anti-bacterial cleaning stations and social distancing,
for example. But behind the scenes, there’s even more to it
than just what we can see and sanitise.
In particular, the role of heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) will be critical to making the return to
offices as safe as it can be – from the new technologies
necessary to limit the virus’ spread, to the importance of
servicing these systems, and the wider impact they can have
on the planet. In this, facilities and buildings managers (FMs)
will play a pivotal role.

In with the new
Walking in the building through a new automatic door, most
office workers will be greeted with a queue for the lifts and
plenty of signage reminding you to sanitise your hands and
keep your distance. Some may have their body temperature
scanned by a thermal detection camera on entry, which could
also count how many people enter to ensure numbers are safe.
Others could be met with an anti-virus access point that scans
your face using facial recognition rather than a pass, and
enforces hand hygiene by dispensing sanitiser before the lifts
will open.
All of these measures, however strict, are part of the new
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spread of COVID-19, facilities managers have plenty of options
when it comes to keeping people safe. But not all of them are
so apparent when entering a building. Some of the most
important measures are those we can’t see.
A healthy and safe working environment has always relied on
a building’s HVAC infrastructure – temperature control, good air
flow, and a reliable level of comfort are top of most office
workers’ priority lists. But the pandemic has taken this to a
new level of importance. As a critical part of their wider health
and safety plan, facilities managers can look to identify
strategies to increase clean air levels further. This could include
increasing outdoor air circulation to decrease pathogen
exposure, with smart air handling units. These will enable
managers to bring in more outside air to displace potentially
contaminated air, by increasing ventilation and air change
rates.
Improving filtration methods is another possibility, by adding
additional filters including high efficiency filters and HEPA
filters, to trap more particles and increase the percentage of
clean air in a building. Portable HEPA solutions are also an
option for those who need more flexibility. In addition to air
filtration and circulation, it is also possible to use UV-C lighting
to effectively ‘disinfect’ the air or surfaces, using ultraviolet
germicidal irradiation (UVGI) to inactivate viral microorganisms.
These can be installed brand new or retrofitted into existing
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facilities, to reduce costs for FMs and speed up
implementation.
These innovative uses of HVAC to limit the spread of infection
could have a huge impact on the health and safety of
occupants in any building – and this is by no means limited to
offices. Within healthcare and laboratory facilities, for example,
solutions like room pressurisation, air change rates, humidity
and temperature controls are all critical to reduce
contamination in the air and on surfaces.

Keeping your eye on the ball
No matter which HVAC solutions a facilities manager chooses,
it’s not a case of installing them and then waving goodbye. As
with any good health and safety strategy, constant monitoring
is crucial to ensure building occupants are well looked-after –
and this also ensures you can get the most out of HVAC
investments.
For some this means keeping a close eye on how your HVAC
equipment runs, to ensure that they’re reaching optimum
performance and delivering the best ROI. Working with a
partner who can provide continuous service and monitoring is
critical, so that the pressure is off FMs themselves. Especially
now, having remote monitoring capabilities is an added bonus,
so that minor issues can be fixed without an engineer having
to visit the site.
For those with smart technologies in place, such as smart
connected chillers, FMs may rather be reliant on predictive
maintenance and monitoring tools, which use AI and
automation to predict issues before they arise, and ensure
equipment runs reliably and downtime can be minimised.
Whether in person or remotely, good quality service and
maintenance of HVAC equipment goes a long way – both to
get the best return on investment, and to keep buildings as
safe and comfortable as possible.

Happier, healthier, greener
HVAC has always been critical to keeping employees happy
and healthy at work – but for a long time this has had a
negative impact on the planet. Inefficient HVAC systems can
give a building a much bigger carbon footprint than it would
ideally have.
Last year, our Energy Efficiency Indicator survey found that
75% of organisations plan to increase their investment in
energy efficiency and smart building technologies. The
opportunity, then, to overhaul HVAC systems in order to limit
the spread of COVID-19 is also an opportunity to invest in
more efficient, greener HVAC technologies, built for the future.
Taking a holistic approach to your HVAC equipment is the
best way to do this, to ensure efficiency gains can be made
across an entire building or estate, by connecting intelligent
systems. Chillers, for example, with efficiency and intelligence
built in as standard can reduce energy use and carbon
emissions for a building, or collection of buildings, helping FMs
meet energy targets and keeping costs low.

Looking ahead
Every move a facilities manager makes in the current climate
will be under scrutiny – after all, buildings themselves are
under a closer eye than ever before. Despite this, the most
important thing for FMs is to ensure that their occupants’
comfort and safety is top of mind in every decision they make.
For FMs, the right HVAC investments and a commitment to
service and maintenance will reduce running costs and help
meet energy efficiency targets. In turn, they’re creating a
working environment as healthy and comfortable as possible,
thanks to smart HVAC solutions.
This will ensure businesses can succeed, employees can
return to the office in comfort, and that the potential spread of
COVID-19 can be limited as much as possible.
Images courtesy of Johnson Controls

PPE: Fase Masks & Visors

How Well Are YOU Protected?
Face Masks & Visors

S. Awolesi, MSc, Senior Associate Member of the Royal
Society of Medicine, Environmental Science Group
Limited, Cambridge. Roy Simmons, BSc, Senior
Consultant, Environmental Science Group Limited, March,
Cambridge.

Introduction
Face masks have been around for many years and are used in
many trades and professions. The use of a face mask is to
protect the wearer from inhaling or ingesting foreign airborne
matter. The materials from which the masks are made, and, in
particular where breathable air is inhaled, is of great
importance when considering the type of barrier required to
inhibit possible ingress of dangerous particles, liquid droplets
and solid material dusts.
Masks, which are used in industry, are broadly graded
according to the type of protection provided. For the types
used to inhibit the ingress of general dusts they are assigned
Filtering Face Piece Level 1 (FFP1). Where dust particles are of a
finer texture a mask with a FFP2 could be appropriate. The top
grade in this rating system is the FFP3 and often, because of
the more restricted airflow for the wearer, the mask housing
may incorporate a breath exhalable pressure relief valve. Due
to the better air filtration properties of the FFP3 mask, it can
be used in the medical field for example, in situations where
treating virus infected patients.
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Medical and Non-Medical Fabricated Face Masks:
Designs and Construction
The nature of masks with highest levels of protection is often
a firm moulded plastic outer material. Internally they may have
flexible, replaceable multi-layer materials. Using a different
filtration rating code, a top graded mask would be N95. This
means that the mask impedes 95% of microscopic small liquid
droplets that could contain viruses from being inhaled, or
conversely, the possibility of only 5% of the droplets making
ingress into the mask breathing space.
N95 respirators made by different companies were found to
have different filtration efficiencies for the most penetrating
particle size (0.1 to 0.3 micron), but all were at least 95%
efficient at that size for NaCl particles. Above the most
penetrating particle size the filtration efficiency increases with
size; it reaches approximately 99.5% or higher at about 0.75
micron. Tests with bacteria of size and shape similar to
Mycobacterium tuberculosis also showed filtration efficiencies
of 99.5% or higher.
The most basic form of mask construction is a homemade
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mask which uses a few layers of woven cloth (suggestions
have circulated online such as a t-shirt or dress material etc.).
This type of fabric has a low thread count per square inch and
when used for a mask, even multi-layer fabrication has little
resistance to induced breathable airflow and likewise
impedance to liquid droplets, hence a notional mask N rating
would be quite low. Some people might take the view “better
than nothing”, but in higher risk situations, that view could be
very dangerous.
There are intermediate-level constructed masks available
which can meet low risk situations. These masks are
inexpensive, even when purchased in small quantities, and can
be single use and disposable. The usual construction of these
masks uses a non-woven polypropylene (NWPP) plastic
material which from an airflow point of view is relatively
porous in nature.

Examples of face visors:
Some other types of visors are available which combine both
face mask and face visor in one unit. Generally, they are made
of a more overall rigid construction. A disadvantage is that
complete cleaning of internal mask components can be more
difficult.
The highest level of protection has been used in the
manufacturing industry for many years. This requires complete
head and body covering, for example in situations where the
wearer is exposed to a dangerous chemical or microbiological
environment.
Breathable air supply is provided for these suits powered
from external regulated positive sources. After emerging from
contaminated areas, it may be necessary for the wearer to be
washed down with water or neutralizing chemical solutions.

FFP1 mask: FFP2 mask: FFP3 mask: Factors in
Mask Designs and Usages
To maximise the best protection from a face mask, it needs
to have a close fit around the contours of the face of the
wearer and beneath the chin. If breathable air is allowed to
enter other than through the filtered inlet of the mask, it
defeats the object of wearing it. Because there is no universal
face contour, the edges of the mask must be made flexible,
particularly around the bridge of the nose. A flexible metal strip
is included in that area and can be easily adjusted by the
wearer, to provide a close fit. Additionally, by ensuring a close
fit, it prevents those who wear glasses from steaming up.

Face Visors
In addition to using face masks, government health advisors
have advocated the additional protection of also wearing face
visors. This is because if a virus carrier sneezes or coughs in
the vicinity of others, those who are wearing masks have a
breathable air protection. However, the droplets containing
virus may be projected onto skin surfaces, in particular around
the eyes. It may seem a good solution to wear goggles but
these are an encumbrance for various reasons.
Transparent visors do offer protection for this problem. A wide
range of visors is available with different construction
approaches, ease of use and durability. Visors made with
polycarbonate of a reasonable thickness are robust and easy to
wipe clean. Other factor when choosing a visor is the quality of
padding inside the headband, which rests against the wearer’s
forehead.
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Detecting and tackling industrial
refrigeration risks
By Stonegate Instruments

Increasing safety and environmental concerns have led to a
number of regulations in the UK industrial refrigeration
industry. This has put emissions and sustainable operations
high on the agenda, with all service providers needing to
minimise leakages, improve safety and reduce spoilage. SHAUN
EVERS, managing director of Stonegate Instruments, discusses
the pivotal role regulation has had on industrial refrigeration,
the risks associated with it and the technology available to
support businesses
Identifying a leak as quickly as possible is absolutely vital, as
exposure to such gases can be extremely harmful, with
symptoms ranging from irritation of the throat, eyes and skin
to frostbite, chemical burns and even lung or brain damage.
Meanwhile, the Carbon Trust estimates that a leak of 1kg of
refrigerant gas can have the same impact as a van driving
continuously for approximately 10,000 miles.
For businesses, gas leaks also lead to spiralling energy costs.
Refrigerant gas leaks are the foremost contributor to energy
loss in modern heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems, because when a leak occurs the system has to work
harder to maintain the temperature, using more costly energy.

Safety concerns
While being highly valuable assets, there are a number of
safety concerns with HVAC and refrigeration units. The primary
issue is with gas leaks. According to The Carbon Trust,
refrigeration systems within the UK have an average annual
leak rate of up to 20%. With 60% of leaked gas escaping
before detection, this poses a serious risk to personnel. Some
refrigeration gases are toxic while the flammable nature of
some class A2L refrigerants means leaks present a threat of
ignition.
As a result of these concerns, companies now have to comply
with increasingly stringent regulations. Since January 2020, the
F-Gas regulations prohibit the use of any refrigerant with a
GWP (Global Warming Potential) of more than 2,500. At the
same time, the topping up with new fluid of systems that use
some hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) refrigerant gases, such as R404a
and R507a, has been banned.
The new F-Gas regulations have also raised the requirements
for regular gas leak checks on refrigeration systems. EU
regulations now stipulate that systems with 300kg or more of
refrigerants be fitted with a leak detector, a shift that will affect
operators of stationary refrigeration equipment, air
conditioning, heat pumps and refrigeration units on refrigerated
trucks and trailers. Where gas leak detection systems aren’t
installed on apparatus, the frequency of mandatory gas leak
checks will of course increase.
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Additionally, to prevent the risk of ignition posed by the
flammability of some class A2L refrigerants, operators will be
required to maintain in-room concentration levels below the
lower flammability level (LFL). This requirement is reinforced by
safety legislation and standards such as ISO 5149 and EN 378.
Further regulations, such as the DSEAR (Dangerous
Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002)
signify a stronger safety stance from the government and put
more responsibility on to building and facilities managers to
control the risks from fire and explosions.
A leak can occur for a number of reasons, from mechanical
damage to equipment failure or poor maintenance work, but
thankfully equipment exists to help building and facilities
managers.

The development of technology
State-of-the-art technology that ensures the safe and efficient
use of HVAC and refrigeration systems is constantly being
developed. Building and facilities teams now have access to
innovative tools to help them meet their obligations. These
technologies don’t just help with gas leaks, which are the
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biggest cause of energy loss, inefficient cold store performance
and product degradation, but also with the detrimental effects
of poor temperature control.
The latest thermometers and temperature displays, for
example, enable the monitoring and optimisation of
refrigeration systems so that they function at the optimal
temperature for the specific items they store. Should any
temperature anomalies occur, the system will alert staff so that
spoilage can be prevented. Open door alarms bring similar
benefits.
The most advanced of these appliances are compact yet
sophisticated detection systems which are designed to provide
cold storage facilities with maximum storage space. These offer
a valuable advantage for the 75% of warehouse operators that
are concerned about the lack of available space.
Innovation is also to be found in safety equipment. New gas
detection systems can be configured to detect an array of both
toxic and non-toxic gases, including HFCs. Audio and visual
alarms have also been developed that alert staff members to
any sensed gas leak. These feature coloured LEDs that indicate
the presence and status of each gas sensor, ensuring problems
can be swiftly rectified.
New products have also been developed to cover the A2L
refrigerants in harsher environments, while the safety of staff
has been improved by the development of trapped personnel
alarms.
HVAC systems remain one of the largest energy consumers in
many commercial facilities, making them prime targets for
improving energy efficiency and reducing operating costs. Even
though systems can vary, by concentrating on the most
common HVAC energy wasters such as refrigerant gas leaks,
temperature control and equipment management, operators
can maximise energy savings and ensure energy efficiency.

If sufficiently serious, those who deliberately allow a gas to
escape may face a criminal prosecution instead of being
ordered to pay a civil penalty. Fines of up to £100,000 apply
for less serious offences, for example contravening procedures
for minimising emissions or if non-certified individuals are
found to be handling F-gases.
Even the most sophisticated devices on the market have a
return on investment time of just two years, therefore installing
technology to monitor leaks in cold storage offers a simple yet
effective solution for operators in any sector.
Despite coming a long way since the early days of volatile,
toxic and dangerous coolant gases, such as ammonia and
methyl chloride, there are still risks present to individuals and
the environment. When modern day refrigerants are managed
in a controlled environment such as a closed system of tubes
and coils, these gases can provide effective climate control,
and when coupled with the right safety and monitoring
equipment they can operate at their most efficient level.

Business and environmental benefits
New technologies have the potential to significantly reduce
energy consumption, prevent breaches in regulatory
compliance, whilst minimising carbon emissions, and more
importantly, they mitigate the risk to personnel within
buildings, whether it is commercial/retail property, a warehouse
or a large residential complex.
Today, many facilities and health and safety managers are
seeing the value in these innovative monitoring and
intervention solutions. Their adoption helps companies comply
with obligations to employees and residents with regards to
health and safety while also providing a much-needed answer
to the problem of unnecessary energy wastage.
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